1. A nonstandard capacity construction, analogous to Loeb's measure construction, is developed. Using this construction and Choquet's Capacitability theorem, it is proved that a Loeb measurable function into a general (not necessarily second countable) space has a lifting precisely when its graph is 'almost' analytic. This characterization is used to generalize and simplify some known lifting existence theorems.
Introduction
A fundamental tool in nonstandard measure theory is the 'lifting' construction, in which an (external) measurable function is approximated by an internal one. Most lifting theorems in the literature derive from a result of Anderson, which assumes that the target space is second countable.
Nonstandard measure theory is being used to study increasingly exotic structures (random sets, random measures, stochastic processes on infinite-dimensional Banach spaces), where the target spaces for measurable functions are not necessarily second countable (or even topological!), and more general lifting theorems are therefore required. It is natural to conjecture that any measurable function will have a lifting, provided the cardinality of the target space is small relative to the degree of saturation of the nonstandard model. This conjecture turns out to be false (Corollary 6.3 and Example 6.4).
The paper reduces questions about a function's liftability to questions about the analytic structure (in the sense of descriptive set theory) of the function's graph. The main tool used is Choquet's theorem from the theory of capacities; this theory is reviewed in §2, where a nonstandard capacity constructionanalogous to Loeb's measure construction-is described.
In §3 the main theorem is proved: a function has a lifting precisely when its graph is "almost" analytic. Some immediate consequences appear in §4-a new proof of Anderson's result, and extensions to general metric spaces.
Sufficient conditions on the target space are considered in §5. Suppose, for example, that the target space Y is not second countable, but has a coarser second countable Hausdorff topology. Anderson's theorem cannot automatically be applied, since NS(* Y) under the coarse topology might be much larger than NS(* Y) in the original topology. If, however, there is a set Y1, analytic over the internals, with Y ç Y' ç NS(*Y) (in the original topology) then the function has a lifting.
The standard property of being 'Lusin measurable' is related in §6 to the nonstandard property of admitting a 'two-legged' lifting. An immediate consequence is a nonstandard proof of the general Lusin theorem; another is existence, mentioned above, of a measurable function without a lifting.
NONSTANDARD PRELIMINARIES
I assume that the reader is familiar with nonstandard analysis at the level of [Cl, C2, AFHL, HL, or SB] . All notation that is not common to the first four of these references will be defined anew.
It will be convenient to make the following assumption about the nonstandard model in which we work; namely, that for some cardinal kq > N, :
( 1 ) The model is K0-saturated. (2) Every internal set has cardinality k0 . (3) k0 is not a (two-valued) measurable cardinal.
The requirements (2) and (3) on k0 are only applied to Theorem 4.2 and its consequences, therefore, in general, may be ignored if they offend. Models satisfying (l)-(3) can always be built.
Analytic sets
A pair (X, 3?) is a paved space provided X is a set and {<p, X} c Af ç AP(X) ; the family A? is called a paving of X . The paving AY is semicompact provided that whenever {Kn} is a countable subset of 3? with f\"Kn = (p. n"<v Kn= 4> for some finite N .
A AY-Suslin scheme is a subset {Kr} of S£, where t ranges over all finite sequences of natural numbers. If /: N -► N and « G N, write f\n for the sequence {f(0), ... , /(«)}. The kernel of the Suslin scheme {Kr} is the set unKf. , where the union ranges over functions /: N->N and the intersection ranges over n € N. Write AA°(AY) for the collection of kernels of ^-Suslin schemes.
The next lemma summarizes some well-known results about Suslin schemes.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2.1. Lemma. Let (X, Af) be a paved space, and let A%(SY) be the smallest sigma-algebra containing AY. Then:
(1) A^(A^(AY))=A^(AY), (2) 3 §(AY) ç A^(.Af) if and only if {Kc:K€AY}c S*(AY).
Capacities
Let .AY be a regular paving of X, that is, AY is closed under finite unions and intersections. A function T: AP(X) -> [-co, oo] is a AY-capacity on X provided it is monotone nondecreasing (i.e., A ç B => T(A) < T(B)) and it satisfies the following two continuity conditions:
Capacities in this paper will invariably be finite (i.e., range(T) ç R), though all the standard results and most of the nonstandard ones hold for the general case. The first result is due to Choquet. The next notation and propositions will be useful in subsequent sections. Suppose AY is a regular paving of I, Ta precapacity on AY, and X' is another set. Let .A? be any regular paving of X ® X' such that for each K € AY, the projection projx K of K onto X is in AY. For K € AY define f(K) = r(proj,, K).
2.4. Proposition. T is a AY -precapacity on X ® X'.
Proof. It suffices to show that T is strongly subadditive; but this follows immediately from the relations proj^^nß) ç (pro')x A)r\(oro¡x B) and proj^^Ui?) = (vro)xA){j(pro)xB).
2.5. Lemma. Suppose, with the above notation, that E®X' €ÁY whenever E G JT. If F ç_X®X', E = pro)x F, and
Proof. First, suppose FeJo.
Observe that E € AAa and G €3Ya. By regularity of the pavings and the definition of L( T), find sets En€3Y, Fn, Gn€A% , with E = \JnEn, F = \JnFn, G = \JnGn, and L(T)(E) = supnT(En), L(f)(F) = sup" f(Fn), and L(f)(G) = sup" f(Gn). Put E'n = EnU projx Gn , G'n = E'n®X',and F'n -FH U (F n G'n) ; note En ç Én ç E, Fn ç F'n ç F, and Gn ç G'n ç G. Since Én ç vroJxF^,
, completing the proof in this case. Now, suppose F is arbitrary; let {Fn} C AYa with F ç • ■ ■ c F2 ç Fx ç FQ . Let En = proj^F,,, and note that En G 3Ya .
, which completes the proof.
Nonstandard capacities
Q, will always denote an internal subset of the nonstandard universe, and .AY ç* SA(Çi) will be a regular paving of Q. Note that in the next theorem, no internality constraints are put on T.
2.6. Theorem. Suppose T is a precapacity on 3Y ; then L(T), as defined in § 2.2, is a strongly subadditive -A?-capacity on Q.. 
as required.
Call a precapacity T on AY internally generated provided AY is internal and there is an internal t : AY -A E with T(E) « T'(E) for every E € AY .
Choquet's Theorem 2.2 has a strong form for capacities L(T) with T internally generated.
Theorem. Suppose T is an internally generated precapacity on internal AY and A € A* (AY); then L(T)(A) = supEÇAEeJr T(E).
Proof. Let A € A^(AY), r < L(T) (A) , and (by Theorem 2.2) {EJçAY with L(T)(f)n En)>r and C\nEnQ A. Let ? internal with T' « T on AY. By /c0-saturation there is an £ g JF with E Cf]nEn and £'(£■) > r, so r(£) > r; this proves the result.
To put this result in perspective, the definition of L(T) and Choquet's theorem together imply that for each A € A?(AY) there is a C G AY&a and a B G J?!ŵ ith Cç^çfi and L(T)(C) = L(T)(A) = L(T)(B). (The set 5 exists for
arbitrary A.) Theorem 2.7 says that we may take C €AYa when T is internally generated. A similar argument shows that we may take B G AYS as well. An important special case of these ideas is Peter Loeb's measure construction. Suppose (Q, sY , p) is an internal finitely-additive probability; then °p is an internally-generated precapacity, and the restriction of L(p) = L(°p) to L(sY), the smallest sigma-algebra containing sY , is a countably-additive measure which is inner regular with respect to elements of sY . A straightforward saturation argument now proves the following.
2.8. Proposition. Suppose (Q.,sY ,p) is an internal finitely-additive probability, and L(sY) is the smallest a-algebra containing sY . For every E € L (sY) there is some A €sf with L(p)(EAA) = 0.
Liftings
Let Z be an internal set, Z0 a (possibly external) subset of Z , Y an arbitrary set, and <fi a function from Z0 onto Y . Usually Y will be a Hausdorff topological space with 2car ( ' < k0 , Z = *Y, Z0 = NS(*Y), and (f> the standard part map. The more general case is useful, however, as will be seen in § §4 and 5.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let AY be a regular paving of ft , closed under complements, T an internally generated precapacity on AY, and /: ft -► T an arbitrary function. A function F : ft -► Z is a lifting of / provided F is internal and the following diagram commutes off a set of capacity zero, fi ^Zd z0
: projn £ G AY}, AYX = {E€AY0: ECQ®Z0}, and AY2 = {4>(E):E€AYX}.
Call a set E almost SY(JYt), i = 0, 1,2, provided that for some
The main result can now be stated. 
by strong subadditivity
This proves (d), and the theorem.
Applications to measurable functions
The remainder of this paper considers only Loeb probability measures, i.e. probability measures (ft, L(sY), L(p)) obtained from internal probability measures (ft, sY , p) as in Proposition 2.8. Many of the results remain true for arbitrary capacities, but definitions and theorem statements become unwieldy.
In this section I consider some straightforward applications of (c => a) of Theorem 3.1. Note that by the remarks following Theorem 2.7, every set of capacity zero is contained in a set which is Loeb measurable with Loeb measure zero. It follows that the liftings produced here are the same as those which usually appear in the theory of Loeb measures.
Let The most straightforward application of this result is the one originally proved by Anderson, that is, the case where g7 is a countable basis for a Hausdorff space Y, Z =* Y, Z0 = NS(*Y), and (p is the standard part map. I'll now consider a more interesting family of examples, the so-called nonstandard hulls, where Y need not be a standard object and where the natural paving of Y is not a priori countable.
The next theorem is the only place in this paper where the peculiar conditions on the nonstandard model (i.e. that k0 not be measurable) are required. The reader is referred to [Rl] for the proof, which is rather cumbersome; the idea is from [F] . The function satisfies the defining conditions for C to be very basis-like, so g7 is basis-like, and / has a lifting. and ß an open subset of W). The function to h-> x(to, •) (which will, by abuse of notation, also be written /: ft -» y) is measurable, and a lifting in the usual sense is a uniform lifting of the stochastic process. If 7Y and W are separable metric spaces then there is a metrizable topology on Y, finer than the point-open topology but giving the same Borel structure, and the methods of §4 can be used to produce a uniform lifting. This is the case studied-using different methods-in [AFHL] .
Suppose now only that lY and W are second-countable, and that W is regular. While the proof in [AFHL] It often happens that while the topology on a space Y is not itself second countable, it has a second countable Hausdorff subtopology. Unfortunately, this subtopology will have more nearstandard points than the original one, so a lifting into Y relative to it may not work for the original topology. The next results show that liftings can be obtained provided there aren't too many elements of Y which are not nearstandard.
Call the quadruple (Z, ZQ, Y, <j>) nearly standard provided there is some E g S"C&>(Z)) with Y CECZ0 and <¡>{E) = Y . 5.4. Corollary. Suppose (Y, r) is a sigma-compact topological space x ç t is countable, and the topology on Y generated by x is Hausdorff. Every xmeasurable function into Y has a lifting (with respect to topology x).
Proof. In this case, Z -* Y, Z0 = NS(*Y), and <f> is the standard part map. Let Z'0 be the r'-nearstandard elements of * Y , and let <f> be the standard part map relative to x ; note that </>' = cj> on Z0 .
If y = U" Kn , Kn T-compact, then *K" ç <fx (Kn), and the set E = \SnKn shows that (*Y, NS(*Y), Y ,st) is nearly standard. Evidently D°(Y)' = f|ueT'(w ®* u) U (u ® Z), so y is r'-diagonalizable. The conclusion follows from Corollary 5.3.
As noted above, the condition that Y ç Z0 is implicit in the definition of g7-diagonalizability. For more general quadruples (Z, Z0, Y, <jf) call Y weakly W-diagonalizable if for some E G A"(WQ), E c D°(Y) and D(Y) = {(y, 4>(z))\ (y, z) € E) . It is not difficult to see that weak g7-diagonalizability need not imply g7-diagonalizability, even when Y ç ZQ. However, the proof of Theorem 5.1 holds under the appropriate changes.
Lusin measurability
In this section, X and Y are Hausdorff topological spaces, m is a probability measure on the Borel sigma-algebra 3 § over X, f:X -► Y, and (ft, L(sY), L(p)) is a Loeb probability space with ft ç *X, such that (X, A §, m) is the image of (ft, L(sY), L(p)) under the standard part map. Observe that by [LR, Theorem 4] this necessarily means that m is a Radon (i.e., compact-inner-regular) measure on (X, AS).
The results of earlier sections will be applied with Z -* Y, Z0 = NS(*Y), and 4> = st.
The function / is Lusin measurable provided for every e > 0 there is a compact K ç X with m(K) > 1 -e such that the restriction of / to K is continuous. Such an / is always measurable, and sometimes it is strongly Lusin measurable in the sense that for each e > 0 there is a continuous g: X -> Y with m({x: f(x) ^ g(x)}) < e . A well-known theorem of Lusin asserts that a measurable function from a Radon space into a second countable space is Lusin measurable; see also Corollary 6.2.
Say the function / has a (two-legged) lifting provided the function / o st: ft -» y has a lifting. (Strictly speaking, st, hence /o st, need not be defined on all of ft; this is not important, as L(p)(st~ (X) n ft) = 1 , so we can define /o st arbitrarily off ft n NS(*X).)
Call ft well-distributed in X provided that whenever {Kn} is a sequence of compact sets with m(Kn) -* 1 , L(p)(Cl n* Kn) -» 1 . Every Radon space (X ,£% , m) has at least one well-distributed preimage, namely (*X, L(*&), L(*m)). On the other hand many interesting preimages are not well distributed, e.g., ft = {0, At, 2At, ... , 1 -At} where At = 1/H for some H g*N-N and p is normalized counting measure on ft . on Kn. Let An C (ft n st"1 Kn) be internal such that L(p)(An) -+ 1 . By saturation there is an internal F : ft -►* Y such that F -* gn on An for each n € N. If ai G U" ^" ' say a» G ^n , then ° to G Kn and F (to) = * gn(to) « g"(°co) = f(°co) ; it follows that £ is a two-legged lifting of /.
(b => c) Suppose £ lifts /, i.e. F (to) « f(°co) for all a> in some set ft' with L(p)(Q') = 1. Let K0 ç Kx ç ■■■ ç X be compact with m(Kn) > 1 -1, let An c (ft' n st-1 Kn) be internal with /¿(^") > 1 -±, let Fn = {(to,F(co)): co € AJ ç NS(*X®*Y), let Gn = st(£"), and let £" = proj^ Gn = st(An). Since Fn is an internal subset of NS(*X ®* Y), En and Gn are closed. Since En ç Kn, En is compact. Clearly Gn ç T(/), so in fact Gn must be compact as well; it follows that the restriction of / to En Observe that if Y = R then (by Tietze's extension theorem) Lusin measurable = strongly Lusin measurable. Note also that this proof of Lusin's Theorem is much simpler than it looks, as it only uses a special case of Theorem 4.1 (namely Anderson's theorem, which by itself has a fairly simple proof), together with the self-contained (b) => (c) part of Theorem 6.1.
In the other direction, it is easy to find example (see [F, Remarks 3D and Example 3F]) of Radon (X, 38, m), Hausdorff Y, and measurable /: X -» y with / not Lusin measurable; since each Radon probability has a Loeb preimage, it follows:
6.3. Corollary. There is a Loeb space (ft, L(sY), L(p)), a Hausdorff Y with 2car < k0 , and a measurable function f from ft to Y, such that f has no lifting.
The following example, modified from ( [F, Remarks 3D] ), is a direct construction of a Loeb measurable function without a lifting. It follows that proj£2(C7Ar°(/')) ç st"1 A .
On the other hand, it is easy to see that ft-projn G ç st" (A)öNS(*X)c. Since L(p) is a preimage of m , L(p)(st~x A\JNS(*X)C) = L(p)(st~x A) = m(A) = 0. By (c) => (a) of Theorem 3.1, /' has a lifting, so by Theorem 6.1 /is Lusin measurable.
Final remarks
The first use of Choquet's Theorem 2.2 in the nonstandard setting was made by the author in 1987, in order to answer a question posed by Henson concerning the descriptive theory of analytic sets [RH] . This 'capacity trick' has since shown signs of becoming a standard tool in that area (e.g., [Z] ).
The idea of using this theorem to construct liftings was suggested by the study of random sets. The problem of finding a lifting is essentially that of finding a certain kind of measurable selection, and Choquet's theorem is the standard tool for finding a measurable selection of a random closed set. A different theorem of Choquet, also involving capacities, is given a nonstandard proof in [Rl] and extended in [R2] .
